
CS 1009 single
Special ortho brush: extra long bristles for perfect plaque control even in 
hard-to-reach areas.

CS 1006 single
Tooth by tooth. Brushing doesn’t get any better than this. The perfect 
toothbrush for expert users.

CS surgical mega soft
The mega soft brush for extremely sensitive gums especially after
operations, inflammation, and radiotherapy in the head area.  Ideal in 
combination with chlorhexidine.

CS 708 implant | ortho
Super compact brush head for perfect plaque removal from implants, 
fixed prosthetics and braces.

Baby toothbrush
For children aged 0-4. Gentle on the gums: thanks to a rubberised brush 
head and soft 4,260 Curen® filaments. 

CS kids ultra soft
For children aged 4-12. With the finest 5,500 Curen® filaments.

CS 12460 velvet
12,460 special Curen® filaments guarantee the smoothest Curaprox 
experience of all. For strong beautiful teeth and healthy gums…  
without enamel damage, without receding gums. 

CS 5460 ultra soft
The top-selling Curaprox toothbrush. Gentle on the gums and
extremely efficient at cleaning. Trusted and loved around the world.

CS 3960 super soft
With 3,960 Curen® filaments: not ultra soft, yet still super soft.

CS 1560 soft
For people used to hard toothbrushes. The ideal transition to the 
softness of Curaprox.

CS Smart
For children aged 4-12 and adults who prefer a smaller brush head. 
With the finest 7,600 Curen® filaments.

CS ortho ultra soft
Special ortho brush: special brace-friendly design.

TOOTHBRUSHES
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THE SECRET BEHIND  
CURAPROX TOOTHBRUSHES

Curaprox toothbrushes remove
and disrupt plaque thoroughly - 
thanks to their exceptionally
dense bristles.

Brushing angle                     Pressure

The right technique

Normal brush with few bristles:
Plaque remains on the teeth between 
the individual bristles.

∙ Finest Curen® filaments
  → gentle on your gums
∙ Tightly packed Curen® filaments
  → effective against plaque

Maintain a 45° angle: half on the 
gum, half on the tooth, and brush 
in small circles without applying 
any pressure.

gentle45°

no pressureThanks to the octagonal handle 
- It’s child’s play!


